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redress
REDRESS...

I do see the following as Summary to much further detail I hope to address .
" REDRESS "
& 'JUSTICE'
EQUALING not only a 'survivor' but to approach being a "VICTOR" over Multiple & COMPLEX and
CONTINUING abuses.
JUSTICE RE-INVESTMENT..... In Personal PRODUCTIVITY.
A REAL RESPONSE..... RESOURCING to approach and REJUVENATE. .
... To make 'organic and fluid' an Enlivening of RESTITUTION. .and MEASURABLE...
RESTITUTION to REPARATION to REPARATION.... to actual collaborative acknowledged REPAIR to
RESTORATION yes approach, ACCOUNT & RESTORE that which is possible.
So to ACCOUNTING (& REGULARLY) aiming at as standards.... HOUSING PRODUCTIVITY &
SOCIAL (& for me SPIRITUAL) PARTICIPATION.
THAT TRUE RECOMPENSE be Responsive to accounted LOSSES (both actual cumulative\projected) eg
super, assets, employment promotions etc.
LIVING NOW is in the fluid organic and granular RECURRENT (& recurrence of) "EMERGENCY
STAGE" engaging ( of often constant ) realization of complex trauma and RESPONSES..... Some examples
for me from lived EXPERIENCES AND CURRENT COMPROMISES in Life:

.....Authorities (eg Policing & Justice-)
Risk arises from retention of skewed intelligence records... repeatedly
Employers
responses after revelation of abuses.
Insurers
eg income protection.. I realized a claim could have been made..
.Though this was years after employment was compromised so also Employment itself WAS
COMPROMISED....
RECLAMATION.....
To Explicitly RECLAIM ... re Acknowledging & Apology...." Public " (WHERE OFFENSES WERE
MADE PUBLIC) THIS ATTENDING to restoration of REPUTATION -OR AT LEAST
ACKNOWLEDGING REPUTATIONAL DESTRUCTION DEFAMATION\SLANDER.
Attending then also to Bullying Obstruction, Felony Misprison of Felony multiple.
Yet so MUCH is seeming unable to be attended\approached.
STILL LOSS/es CAN be ACCOUNTED and NOTICED.
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ACCOUNTED & COST approached even
pro-rata (?) In the Time & Life LOST.
Thanks for your time Adam Bartley
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Redress... To attempt to conclude... about 58 recordings....

I strongly suggest that the preceding recordings comprise
Components of, or are the essences of that which would, could or should approach or make up Redress.
Then, from LIVED Experiences and that these DO APPROACH HEALTH AND HEALING.... & that
without didue attention, which for me (& I'm sure for the many) still living in these horrors, of JUST
SURVIVING just cannot approach any quality of life while the Obstructions and 'obstructors' (?) are not
reduced.
Of course I would be content to address any of the matters raised if invited.
Thank you to anyone brave enough, and with time enough to review (for sure a couple of hours of
journalling). They attend the cost and experience of living a stolen and therefore lost life. Sure about the
telling and claiming voice but much more will found found addressing the grasping for agency amenity and
product... At this end of a life compromised.
Thank you for traveling this far.
Adam Bartley
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